
Monday, February 18th  

Lesson 19 Vocabulary 

1. acknowledgment (ak NAHL ij muhnt) N. recognition of another’s 

existence, validity, authority, or right 

2. allotment (uh LAHT muhnt) N. a distribution portion, or share 

3. apportionment (uh POR shuhn muhnt) N. a dividing or sharing 

according to a plan 

4. bereavement (bi REEV muhnt) N. the state of suffering a great loss, 

especially the death of a loved one 

5. bewilderment (bi WIL dur muhnt) N. a state of great confusion 

Ch. 8 Lesson 6: Indefinite Pronouns as Antecedents 

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

1. Each of the members of the chorus signed (their, his or her) name on 

the card. 

2. Everyone put on (his or her, their) coat again and headed outside. 

 

Tuesday, February 19th  

Lesson 19 Vocabulary 

11. blandishment (BLAN dish muhnt) N. something that coaxes or 

flatters 

12. disagreement (DIS uh GREE muhnt) N. a difference of opinion; a 

quarrel 

13. disenchantment (DIS en CHANT muhnt) N. a state of being free 

from illusion 

14. displacement (dis PLAYS muhnt) N. the act of being removed from 

the usual or proper place 

15. embezzlement (em BEZ uhl muhnt) N. the act of stealing property 

or money entrusted to one’s care 

Ch. 8 Lesson 6: Indefinite Pronouns as Antecedents 

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

3. Many students want this job; several have sent us (his or her, their) 

applications. 

4. Some of the perfume has lost (its, their) scent. 

 

 



Wednesday, February 20th  

Lesson 19 Vocabulary 

16. encroachment (en KROHCH muhnt) N. the act of making gradual 

inroads upon; an intrusion 

17. endearment (en DEER muhnt) N. a loving word or act 

18. enrollment (en ROHL muhnt) N. the number registered 

19. harassment (huh RAS muhnt) N. the act of repeatedly pestering, 

worrying, or disturbing 

20. indictment (in DYT muhnt) N. a formal written accusation 

Ch. 8 Lesson 6: Indefinite Pronouns as Antecedents 

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

5. Most of this year’s concert goers are renewing (his or her, their) 

memberships for next year. 

6. Neither of the children could find (his, their) boots. 


